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The 2008 US Presidential Elections was a watershed in American politics which culminated with Barack Obama
being sworn in as the nation’s first African-American president. Being a relatively untested candidate in the political
scene as compared to his more seasoned opponents such as Hilary Clinton and John McCain, Obama’s presidential
campaign had to convince voters that he was the best choice to deal with the myriad of problems facing America
despite his lack of experience in public office. The “Progress” poster by street artist Shepard Fairey could be said to
be an important medium in which the message and ideals of Barack Obama could be instantly transmitted to the
public. It is a powerful visual icon that has achieved pop culture status with variations of the image being emblazoned
on clothes, stickers and other paraphernalia, affirming the cliché that images have a certain “social or psychological
power of their own”.[1] This paper will attempt to examine how the “Progress” poster relates to its political meaning
by looking in depth into different aspects of the image and then consider the consequences of this image on the
election campaign and presidency of Barack Obama.

The “Progress” Poster and the 2008 US Presidential Elections

The image is an 85x55cm screen-print of Barack Obama above the word “Progress” (Fig.1). Another variant of the
same image with the word “Hope” now hangs in the National Portrait Gallery, cementing the image’s role “an
emblem of a significant election, as well as a new presidency” as mentioned by Martin E. Sullivan, director of the
National Portrait Gallery.[2] The poster is simple in its imagery, showing only Obama’s upturned face on a red, white
and blue field, inviting the viewer to link Obama with the rhetoric of “progress” for America. The image itself was lifted
from a photograph from the Associated Press taken of Barack Obama at the National Press Club in 2006 (Fig. 2).
The resulting lawsuits and counter lawsuits between Fairey and the photographer, as well as its mundane
inspirational origins, seems to run contrary to the messages of ‘progress’ and ‘hope’ and deflates the idea of Obama
as a visionary and saviour.[3] Nonetheless, the image itself remains an interesting example of political symbolism and
how imagery can be an effective tool to be yielded in a national election.

Election campaigns are highly visual events with millions of dollars spent by candidates to improve their image to the
electorate. While the use of imagery is not new in politics, visual images are especially important in democracies
where the perception of candidates go a long way towards shaping voter reaction. As Hacker points out, election
campaigns are more about the candidates and how they portray themselves as the best person to deal with issues
and less about the issues per se.[4] Hence, visual tools such as political posters play an important role in providing
cues about a candidate’s political ideology – the set of beliefs that “presents a social order as if it were a natural
order”.[5] Studies have shown this by confirming that political advertising do have an effect on the image of a
candidate.[6] For a political unknown like Obama, visual cues are especially important in his campaign for presenting
his ideas to the American public. This poster would hence allow supporters of Obama to coalesce around a symbol.
Another advantage of political posters is that they remind the voter of a variety of characteristics and attributes of the
candidate that would make him or her the most suitable candidate, proving true that adage that “a picture is worth a
thousand words”.[7] When an object such as a political poster gains enough prominence so that it can “crowd out”
other issues and considerations the audience would have, leaving only the message that the candidate wishes to
impart.[8] Images also help shape public opinion by communicating what Hairman and Lucaites call “social
knowledge”, deep seated beliefs about society held by members of the public.[9] The “social knowledge” here would
be that anyone can be President of the United States, and the colour of Obama’s skin should be no barrier to running
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for the highest office in the land. The “Progress” poster fulfills all of this by utilising several visual approaches which
will be discussed below.

Visual Analysis of the “Progress” Poster 

The medium of the visual image is in itself telling. It is a poster, something that is easily available to the mass public
as opposed to artwork displayed in offices, museums or galleries.[10] A political poster would allow for maximum
public outreach, and the use of the same image on other paraphernalia ensures that it is transmitted as widely across
America as possible. As Fairey stated in an interview with the Huffington Post,

I think what then happened was that there were a lot of people who were digging Obama but they didn’t have any
way to symbolically show their support. Once there was an image that represented their support for Obama then that
became their Facebook image or their email signature or something they use on their MySpace page. Or they printed
out the image and made their own little sign that they taped up in their office. Once that exists it starts to perpetuate
and it replicates itself.[11]

In other words, the image soon went viral. The fact that the image was created by Fairey, a street artist in America,
also speaks volumes. The image was not commissioned by the Obama campaign and the original poster with its
message of “Progress” was in fact frowned upon by the Obama campaign for sounding too “Marxist”.[12] It is,
however, a testament to Obama’s popularity that such a project was undertaken out of Fairey’s own initiative. The
use of street art is also significant in that street art is viewed as anti-establishment and “constitute a political
counterattack against the traditional mode of artistic creation and distribution in Western culture”.[13] This would fit
with Obama’s image as a politician who remains “outside the beltway”, someone who would change the way the
politics was run in Washington. Lastly, street art is also an artistic form that resonates with the youth of America, one
of Obama’s most supportive constituents.

The second aspect of the image that stands out is the colours used. This image is recognizably different from the
usual red, black and beige that Fairey favours in his other prints.[14] Red, white and blue are colours that are
instantly recognized as American and Fairey uses them to give a patriotic edge to his poster.[15] Hill argues that
value of patriotism is intertwined with the image evoking the value and the emotions aroused by that value.[16] Once
this association has been constructed in the minds of the viewers, the image becomes synonymous with the value of
patriotism and can be used to trigger the accompanying emotions.[17] Hence political images remain powerful in the
sense that they arouse in their viewers involuntary reactions about patriotism, not unlike how advertisements
featuring children evoke feelings of sympathy in most people.[18] However, the colours of red and blue have also
been used in connection with the Republican and Democratic Party respectively. By uniting the colours with white in
between, Fairey paints Obama as someone who is above partisan politics, able to unite Americans especially in light
of a bruising campaign dividing American into blue and red states. This echoes Obama’s own words at the 2004
Democratic National Convention where he calls for a “United States of America” instead of a liberal or conservative
America, an America with blue and red states.[19] Obama reiterates the need for bipartisanship and unity in a nation
divided in red and blue when he writes in The Audacity of Hope that Americans should not “paint [their] faces red or
blue and cheer our side and boo their side… for winning is all that matters”.[20] Being the first African-American
presidential candidate, Obama’s run for president was always dogged by the matter of race and his mixed parentage
even raised cries of whether he was ‘black enough’.[21] The colours also render the matter of Obama’s skin colour
as a non-issue. By portraying him in red, blue and white, it can be said that the artist makes Obama’s identity as an
African American subordinate to his identity as an American. Nonetheless, the predominance of the colour blue
clearly tells the viewer which party Obama belongs to. Reinforcing Obama as American was especially important
given his upbringing outside of the United States and the resulting controversy over whether he was deemed
“American” enough to be the Commander-in-Chief. Lastly, the simplicity of the image, as shown by the utilisation of
only three colours and the bold lines, serve as a kind of visual enthymeme – arguments with gaps to be filled in by the
participants or viewers.[22] Although the image makes no mention of Obama’s political rivals, it is no leap of the
imagination to infer that “progress” would not be achieved by voting for them. Furthermore, there is no mention
anywhere about what Obama is supposed to be the ‘hope’ of, or why ‘progress’ is needed. To any other viewer from
another time or place, these may seem like any other campaign rhetoric and pretentious political promises made by
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any other presidential hopeful. However, when placed in the context of America in 2008, what the poster, and
Obama, promises is especially appealing for voters. It is the hope that sons and daughters would soon come home
safely from fighting wars in two parts of the world, and that progress would be achieved in areas such as healthcare,
climate change and most of all, the economy. Any American who has kin in active combat or has just been
retrenched or been denied healthcare due to insufficient insurance coverage would be able to relate to the message
of the poster.

The other striking feature of this image is the gaze of the subject. Fairey chose a photograph of Obama that made
him look “wise but not intimidating”.[23] Obama is painted gazing in the distance, giving one the impression of an
optimistic future led by a farsighted leader. His expression is solemn and he appears to be deep in thought,
undoubtedly because of the many troubles plaguing America. Yet he maintains a calm countenance and stoic
acceptance of the fact, as befitting his nickname of “No Drama Obama”, and ponders the best way out for America.
Indeed, by changing the subject’s gaze, numerous parodies of the poster have been created of Obama’s political
rivals (Fig 3). Adding a squint to John McCain gives him a quizzical and puzzled expression and Sarah Palin with her
open mouthed grin and wide-eyed stare is made to look comical and foolish. Utilising the same colour scheme as the
original “Progress” poster allows the viewer to juxtapose in his or her mind the original image of Obama with the
satirical images of McCain and Palin to reach an unflattering conclusion on the Republican candidates. The gaze has
also led some to remark on the resemblance between Fairey’s poster and another iconic image – that of Che
Guevara created by Jim Fitzpatrick (Fig 4).[24] Visual resemblance aside, both images represent a revolutionary
ideal and a rejection of convention that appeals to the youth.

With the image emerging on the national consciousness and becoming an iconic representation of Barack Obama, it
was almost inevitable that it would be adapted for other intents. Time Magazine commissioned Fairey in 2009 to
produce a similar picture for its cover page honouring Barack Obama as the Person of the Year (Fig 4). While the
resulting cover page is similar to the original image in terms of style and colours, Fairey embellished it with numerous
issues such as the economy, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and climate change, all of which require much needed
‘progress’. Nonetheless, using such a conspicuous campaign image inevitably led to questions about the impartiality
of the publication and whether Time Magazine was campaigning for Obama.[25]

Creating the Myth of Barack Obama

Besides drawing on national myths, political images also serve to create a myth of the candidate to present to the
public as political images portray the candidate not as himself, but as an idealized version of himself. Strachan and
Kendall go as far as to argue that political images often paint candidates with “mythical, larger-than-life qualities”,
associating the values of the nation with the values of the candidate, so that by reflecting core American values such
as freedom and equality, the candidate’s claim to political office is legitimized.[26] However, this begs the question of
whether such a myth is sustainable after the election and the consequences of constructing this glorified image of the
candidate.

With Obama winning the 2008 Presidential Elections with 52% of the popular vote, it could be said that the goal of
Fairey in creating the image was accomplished. However, Obama has seen a turnaround in his political fortunes one
year into his presidency with his approval rating dropping 18% since he first took office.[27] He has been besieged
with opposition to his domestic policies, especially with healthcare reform, and now faces a resurgent conservative
movement. While this reversal of fortunes may appear to have nothing to do with the “Progress” poster, I would
suggest that by creating and perpetuating the ‘myth’ of Obama as a near messianic figure here to solve all of
America’s woes, it has led to inevitable disappointment when his campaign promises fail to materialize. Indeed,
public indignation was expressed at Obama’s Noble Peace Prize win in 2009 for making little progress, especially
with the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Obama’s skilful rhetoric and his ability to communicate a message of hope,
change and progress has proven to be a proverbial double-edged sword.[28] While this message, as illustrated in the
“Progress” poster, may have won him the White House, it has also raised the public’s expectations about the whole
range of issues which Obama has to solve, as evident in the Time Magazine cover in Fig 4.

Conclusion
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The “Progress” poster is arguably one of the most famous images of Obama. The image conveys a sense of serenity
and optimism that would reverberate with Americans who were facing many difficulties and found Obama’s message
of hope inspiring. Through the use of simple colours and bold lines, Fairey has created an iconic presentation of
Obama that would rival Fitzpatrick’s representation of Che Guevara. However, by raising the hopes and expectations
of the American people to fevered levels, the “Progress” poster has also set unrealistic demands on Obama to solve
most, if not all, of America’s pressing problems.
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